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Rent the Runway and other dis ruptors  are changing the fashion game. Image credit: Rent the Runway

 
By SARAH JONES

Consumers are adjusting their perspective on ownership, leading to the rise of alternatives to traditional purchasing
in the fashion and beauty categories.

The convergence of consumers' thriftiness and desire for sustainability is creating new models for consumption,
such as rentals and secondhand marketplaces. In a webinar from Euromonitor, titled "The New Consumerism:
Impact on Beauty and Fashion Industries, "two of the research firm's analysts pointed out that brands in these
categories need to regroup and deliver experiences and products that consumers are willing to pay for to remain
competitive.

"There is a competition for an increasingly shrinking share of wallet for fashion products, especially with younger
consumers who've come of age in the great recession and have really embraced thrift," said Michelle Grant, head of
retailing research at Euromonitor, Chicago.

"I do think that when looking at the competitive landscape, everyone does need to take into account these
secondhand Web sites."

Owning it
One of the biggest factors impacting both apparel and accessories and beauty consumption is the circular economy.
Rather than the former lifespan of a garment or cosmetic, in which the consumer bought a new item from the brand
itself or a retailer and then disposed of it, today's products are taken on a less wasteful path.

With consumers more open to the idea of secondhand merchandise, ecommerce has made it easier for original
buyers to resell an item to a new owner, thus expanding the lifecycle of their purchase. Aside from allowing bargain
hunters to scoop up designer goods for less, resale sites such as The RealReal and Tradesy enable consigners to get
money back.
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Chloe, Chanel and Gucci are popular brands on the consignment market. Image credit: The RealReal

While pre-owned beauty can be a harder sell, resale sites have also popped up for cosmetics. Glambot functions as
a marketplace for new or partially used products, including makeup and brushes, allowing consumers to not only
dispose of their unwanted cosmetics, but also letting the buyers circumnavigate the traditional retail path.

Focusing primarily on premium products, Glambot also offers access to some items that were discontinued by
brands.

Typically, beauty's margins have been helped by the fact that consumers do not use the entire tube of lipstick or
eyeshadow palette, making resale in this business a disruptor.

For retailers, the circular economy presents a threat to business as they know it, making this arena more competitive.

Allowing consumers to forego ownership entirely are startups such as Rent the Runway, which allow consumers to
pay a fraction of the cost of a fashion item to borrow it. These services typically follow one of two formats, where
businesses are either renting directly to consumers or are serving as the middleman between a renter and a rentee.

The sharing economy is also evident in startups that offer beauty services, taking these activities out of the salon.

Ms. Grant said she expects the sharing economy mentality to become more prevalent among consumers.

As sustainability becomes a greater concern for consumers, beauty packaging and formulas are evolving to fit this
demand.

Some brands have designed their packaging to allow for the least waste possible, such as Eyeko's squeezable
mascara tubes, while some fragrance brands allow their bottles to be refilled.

Eyeko mascara. Image credit: Eyeko

Consumers are also actively seeking out certain products because of the reusability of packaging. Online,
consumers showcase their repurposing of Diptyque candle jars into holders for makeup brushes or vases, and there
is a market for the empty jars on resale sites such as Poshmark.

Wanting to cut back on the products they buy, consumers are interested in multi-functional beauty. However, they do
not want to settle on subpar hybrids.

Beauty has also embraced sustainability by cleaning up its production. For example, La Solution 10 de Chanel has a
whittled down ingredient list, appealing to those who want to know exactly what is in their products.

From recycled to recyclable, beauty players from big to small are exploring opportunities to tap into consumers'
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burgeoning ethical psyche.

"No longer can corporations sacrifice profit over planet and get away with it," said Hannah Symons, analyst, beauty
and personal care research at Euromonitor, London.

Experience economy

Cutting through in what has become a more competitive retail environment, many brands are turning to experience
to differentiate themselves.

In the bricks-and-mortar environment, some brands have met the call for experience with complimentary classes or
virtual reality activations.

For instance, French fashion house Christian Dior explored the parallels between technology and couture with the
introduction of in-store virtual reality headsets.

The LVMH-owned house worked with DigitasLBi Labs France using a 3D printer to develop its Dior Eyes experience.
By placing Dior Eyes in a number of its  boutiques, Dior maintained its relevance as the retail landscape acclimates
to the changes in consumer behavior and mobile readiness (see story).

Dior's VR experience. Image credit: Dior

Consumers are also responsive to exclusive opportunities, such as showrooms that are by appointment only or
private branded clubs.

Within the beauty realm, stores are functioning as more than just a place of commerce, leading retailers to design
spaces that encourage exploration and dwell time. LVMH-owned Sephora is a prime example, with its workshops
and digitally-integrated touchpoints.

The retailer recently opened its smallest, but most feature-rich, storefront in Boston. This Sephora Studio concept
features a small, intimate setting, but with a major focus on providing above-average consumer tools to find the
products cosmetic lovers want (see story).

Online, beauty brands have embraced release tactics to engage their audience and build a sense of community. For
instance, the Este Lauder-owned Too Faced created a virtual line for the rerelease of its  Peaches and Cream
collection, giving those who were waiting the opportunity to connect with each other.

Kat Von D, on the other hand, turns to weekly see-now, buy-now launches to create buzz.

Elements of gamification and special activations can also turn online retail into an experience.

"The next step in ecommerce is to embrace the fact that shopping is entertainment and a form of leisure," Ms. Grant
said.
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